2017 18-Day Campaign
to End Violence Against Women (VAW)
LIST OF RECOMMENDED FILMS
OWL BUTTERFLY (PG)

After getting her dream wedding proposal, Abby
mysteriously starts having disturbing nightmares
that dragged her once peaceful life into
excruciating chaos. She’s now in danger of losing
everything: family, career and the only man who
has ever truly loved her—unless she can find a
way to stop the torment that has plagued her
sleep from becoming her reality.

Contact Person and Details:
Ms. Glenda C. Resurreccion
0916-186-5252 / 0923-138-2392
Email: anastasiafp2015@gmail.com
Facebook: Anastasia Film Productions
Website: www.anastasiafilms.com

WALANG RAPE SA BONTOK (R-13)
Two Filipinas, both victims of sexual abuse in
varying degrees, yearn and search for a utopia
where women can live without being sexually
violated. By chance, they encounter a study by
renowned anthropologist June PrillBrett,
Ph.D., which states that the Bontok of the
Philippine Cordilleras has lived for eras without
a term, nor concept, nor incidence, of rape.
At last, a utopia, where the most heinous of
gender crimes is unheard of. Or, is it? In this
world where the universality of women
oppression is widely believed, how did a rapeless society ever become possible?

Contact Person and Details:
Mr. Mark Lester Valle
0939-762-9114
Email: habi.collective@gmail.com
Facebook: Habi Collective Media
IMPORTANT REMINDER:
Film showing is encouraged but not required as one of the activities for the
observance of the 18-Day Campaign to End Violence Against Women (VAW).
The above films were reviewed as to relevance to the objectives of the 2017
campaign to end VAW. Organizers and attendees are strongly advised to
process insights and reflections conveyed by the film right after the film showing.
PCW does not have any partnership with the film producers and does not have
copies of said recommended films. Interested parties are advised to directly
contact the producers through the contact information provided above for
screening rates, schedules, and other inquiries.

